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Ra�aella Piccirillo: A sneak peak into the life of
the multi faceted Italian talent
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Multi faceted artist: drummer, actor, dancer, singer, songwriter, DJ,  RJ
Initially blazing the trail as a drummer, actor and dancer to now a singer/ songwriter, RJ and 
DJ, the Italian talent, Raffaella Piccirillo is definitely here to stay. She seems to have been 
sincerely involved with the art of music from an early age and has been on multiple sides of 
the spectrum of the crazy little thing that we call music. 

Although inspired majorly from US country folk and European indie rock, Raffaella has had 
numerous collaborations from artists around the globe, experimenting with her voice and 
ideas and bringing something fresh with each new material. 

Majorly in�uenced by US country folk, European indie and Italian folklore
The Italian songwriter has already released an EP and an album earlier which have also 

featured multiple artists. To shed some light on the theme of the album it would be best to 

quote the artist herself, 

“I’ve always considered vocal technique an indispensable 

element in singing songs, this time I wanted to concentrate 

more on the emotions and the intimacy of the lyrics, there is 

a covertly erotic component in all this … a travel and 

relationship with my soul thanks to music “.

Ra�aella Piccirillo has been an active radio host for over a decade
Being a radio host for over a decade now, Raffaella has constantly supported emerging and 

independent talent and seems to have acquired an open mind when it comes to exploring 

different genres of music. Apart from being a radio host, she is also a professional DJ and is 

constantly working to develop her music production skills and be up to date with production, 

technology and sound. One of her songs “Nel Vento” which features Alessandro Amato in the 

male voice, released in 2018 has been selected for various film festivals awards as well. 

Additionally, Raffaella has also been trying to introduce Italian folk music into the US with a 

daring mix of sexiness spiced with an erotic indie touch which is hard to ignore. When asked 

about any message that she would want to send out to our readers, she says 

“Believe in your projects. Small goals are to be achieved 

concretely but constantly over time”. 

Now this definitely sounds like the mantra that the modern day musician should live by. With 

her entire life dedicated to music and helping other musicians get heard, Polynote salutes 

the dedication that Raffaella has shown and wishes her the best for all her future endeavors.  

                                                                                                                                                - Droopad Bujarbaruah    
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